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Abstract 
Children with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) are at increased risk of 
problematic alcohol and other substance use in adolescence. This study used data from an 
ongoing, prospective, population-based twin study of Swedish children and adolescents to 
evaluate the extent to which the association between ADHD symptoms and alcohol problems 
reflects a unique source of genetic or environmental risk related to ADHD versus a broader 
predisposition to youth externalizing behavior. We used all available data from same-sex MZ 
and DZ twins on ADHD symptoms in childhood (age 9/12; N = 15,549) and alcohol problems in 
late adolescence (age 18; N = 2,564). Consistent with prior longitudinal studies, the phenotypic 
association between hyperactive/impulsive ADHD symptoms and alcohol problems was small in 
magnitude, whereas the association for inattentive symptoms was even weaker. Additive genetic 
influences explained 99.8% of the association between hyperactive/impulsive symptoms and 
alcohol problems. Furthermore, we found that the genetic risk specifically associated with 
hyperactive/impulsive symptoms was attenuated when estimated in the context of externalizing 
behavior liability during childhood, of which ADHD symptoms were specific expressions. In 
sensitivity analyses exploring hyperactivity in mid-adolescence, we found a similar pattern of 
genetic associations. These results are consistent with previous findings of genetically driven 
overlap in the etiology of ADHD and problematic alcohol use. At least some of this co-
occurrence may result from a general predisposition to externalizing behaviors in youth. 
 
Keywords: Behavioral genetics, ADHD, substance misuse, externalizing, neurodevelopmental 
problems  
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Childhood Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder Symptoms and the Development of 
Adolescent Alcohol Problems: A Prospective, Population-Based Study of Swedish Twins 
Prospective and population-based studies have documented that youth with attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) are at risk of developing alcohol and other substance use 
problems [Ameringer and Leventhal, 2013; Carragher et al., 2014; Charach et al., 2011; De 
Alwis et al., 2014b; Lee et al., 2011]. There are multiple possible mechanisms that might explain 
ADHD-related risk for alcohol problems, and consequently there is a need for research that can 
distinguish among underlying causal relations [Molina and Pelham, 2014]. In the present study, 
we used multivariate behavioral genetic methods to evaluate how genetic and environmental 
factors might account for the association between ADHD symptoms and alcohol problems. 
Several patterns have emerged regarding the role of ADHD in the development of 
alcohol and other substance problems. First, the association has often been stronger for 
hyperactive/impulsive than for inattentive symptoms or subtypes [Chang et al., 2012; Edwards 
and Kendler, 2012; Elkins et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2015], although not always [Capusan et al., 
2015; Derks et al., 2014]. Second, although the association has been consistently replicated for 
both symptom counts and diagnoses of ADHD [Biederman et al., 2008; Capusan et al., 2015; 
Derks et al., 2014; Edwards and Kendler, 2012; Elkins et al., 2007; Monuteaux et al., 2008; 
Sundquist et al., 2015], the magnitude may be modest, particularly when ADHD symptoms are 
measured by parental-report and substance use problems by self-report in adolescence [Chang et 
al., 2012]. Indeed, one study of adolescent female twins found no association between symptoms 
of ADHD and alcohol dependence [Knopik et al., 2009]. 
Third, twin and family studies have frequently shown that the association can largely be 
explained by shared familial or genetic influences on ADHD and alcohol and other substance use 
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problems [Capusan et al., 2015; Chang et al., 2012; Derks et al., 2014; Edwards and Kendler, 
2012; Monuteaux et al., 2008; Skoglund et al., 2015; Sundquist et al., 2015], yet some studies 
have failed to find genetic overlap among youth [Biederman et al., 2008; Rose et al., 2004]. That 
is, although some of the same genetic factors responsible for childhood ADHD symptomatology 
may also influence the emergence of alcohol problems later in adolescence or adulthood, the 
extent of shared etiology in adolescence remains somewhat uncertain. Moreover, evidence of 
genetic overlap between ADHD and alcohol problems does not necessarily provide information 
about whether the genetic overlap is ADHD-specific or more general. This issue is particularly 
salient given that models of the externalizing spectrum have demonstrated common genetic 
influences on a latent predisposition underlying multiple externalizing disorders and that ADHD 
may partly be an expression of this same predisposition [Carragher et al., 2014; Krueger et al., 
2002; Tarter et al., 2003; Young et al., 2000].  
Several studies, in fact, have found that the phenotypic association between ADHD 
symptoms and alcohol and other substance use problems is attenuated when accounting for their 
co-occurrence with conduct disorder [Chang et al., 2012; Palmer et al., 2013; Sibley et al., 2014]. 
These studies raise the possibility that, rather than resulting from ADHD-specific genetic 
influences, this risk for alcohol problems may instead be an expression of a common 
predisposition for ADHD and conduct disorder or other externalizing or disruptive behaviors. At 
the same time, other studies have shown persisting associations when controlling conduct 
disorder [De Alwis et al., 2014a; De Alwis et al., 2014b; Elkins et al., 2007]. Whereas few 
behavioral genetic analyses of ADHD and alcohol and other substance use problems have been 
able to consider other disruptive behaviors, one study of adult male twins assessed the genetic 
association between adolescent hyperactive/impulsive symptoms and alcohol dependence when 
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controlling conduct problems and other ADHD symptoms [Edwards and Kendler, 2012]. In that 
study, the hyperactive/impulsive genetic association was attenuated by approximately 50% but 
remained significant, supporting the prospect of some ADHD-specific genetic risk. Further 
research is, therefore, needed to characterize childhood-ADHD-related risk for later alcohol 
problems.  
The objective of the present investigation was to examine genetic and environmental 
factors that might account for the association between ADHD symptoms and subsequent alcohol 
problems, particularly considering the rates of comorbidity between ADHD and other childhood 
disruptive behaviors. In order to do so, we used a multivariate behavioral genetic approach to 
distinguish between common externalizing liability and ADHD-specific risks for alcohol 
problems. Further, we capitalized on a population-based, prospective study of twins to focus on 
assessments during key developmental periods: caregiver-reported ADHD symptoms in 
childhood and self-reported alcohol problems in late adolescence, the period of greatest risk for 
the onset of alcohol and other substance use disorders [Grant et al., 2015; Li et al., 2004; Vergés 
et al., 2013].  
Materials and Methods 
Sample 
We used data from monozygotic (MZ) and same-sex dizygotic (DZ) twins in the Child 
and Adolescent Twin Study in Sweden (CATSS), an ongoing, longitudinal, population-based 
study of twins [for details, see Anckarsäter et al., 2011]. Beginning in 2004, CATSS has been 
recruiting annually from all 9-year-old twins and their caregivers identified in the Swedish Twin 
Registry to prospectively examine relationships between neurodevelopmental problems and 
physical and mental health. CATSS participation begins with a phone interview of the caregiver 
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(CATSS-9/12; twins born July 1, 1992 – June 30, 1995 were included at age 12). Subsequently, 
twins and their caregivers are invited to complete paper or web-based questionnaires after the 
twins reach age 15 (CATSS-15). Finally, twins and their caregivers complete an additional wave 
of web-based questionnaires at age 18 (CATSS-18). CATSS is approved by the Ethical Review 
Board at Karolinska Institutet. 
The present analyses included same-sex twins who provided data at CATSS-9/12, 
CATSS-15, or CATSS-18. Not all birth cohorts have reached CATSS-15 and CATSS-18, and 
current response rates among those eligible to participate are approximately 75% at CATSS-9/12 
and 50% at CATSS-15 and CATSS-18. In the interest of maximizing power and generalizability, 
we included all available data from participating individuals. We also included age-15 data from 
a subgroup of CATSS participants born 1993 - 1995 who completed the relevant measures as 
part of a broader assessment that included a clinical examination and maternal and paternal 
evaluations (n = 428 included individuals). This sub-study recruited families with same-sex 
twins who screened positive in CATSS-9/12 for neurodevelopmental problems (ADHD, autism 
spectrum disorders, and, in the first two birth years, other disorders) or control families and can 
be merged with other CATSS-15 data to ensure coverage of screen-positive families 
[Anckarsäter et al., 2011; Larson et al., 2013]. We excluded participants (n = 252) with brain 
damage, epilepsy, and chromosomal syndromes. We also excluded participants whose caregivers 
reported that the twins smoke[d], used snuff, or used alcohol by CATSS-9/12 (i.e., at the same 
time as the assessment of ADHD symptoms; n = 54 additional exclusions). The early alcohol and 
tobacco use items were taken from the Autism – Tics, ADHD, and other Comorbidities interview 
but were only available to identify individuals for exclusion prior to birth year 2002. In twin 
analyses, we made exclusions at the pair level. The final sample (N = 15,602) was 49% female. 
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Sample sizes for specific analyses were smaller and are described below. Of the included 
CATSS-9/12 individuals, 73% were 9 years old.  
Zygosity was determined on the basis of 48 single nucleotide polymorphisms 
[Anckarsäter et al., 2011]. For twins without available DNA, zygosity was determined on the 
basis of five questions concerning twin similarity. This alternative zygosity algorithm was 
developed using 571 pairs of known zygosity, and assignment was made only for those with a 
95% probability of a given zygosity.  
Measures 
Autism – Tics, ADHD, and other Comorbidities (A-TAC) Inventory. The A-TAC is 
the primary measure of childhood neurodevelopmental problems in CATSS-9/12 [Anckarsäter et 
al., 2011]. The inventory was completed via telephone by one caregiver per twin pair; 86% of 
respondents were biological mothers. All A-TAC items have 3 response options: 0 = No, 0.5 = 
Yes, to a certain degree, and 1 = Yes. Summary scores were computed as the mean of all 
completed items, multiplied by the total number of possible items to produce sum-equivalent 
scores. See Table I for summary statistics. 
The 10-item “Impulsiveness and Activity” A-TAC scale includes 9 items related to 
DSM-IV ADHD hyperactive/impulsive symptoms, and the 9-item “Concentration and Attention” 
scale consists of questions related to DSM-IV inattentive symptoms, all of which are largely 
unchanged in DSM-5 [American Psychiatric Association, 1994; American Psychiatric 
Association, 2013]. These scales have good reliability and have been clinically validated cross-
sectionally and longitudinally [Hansson et al., 2005; Larson et al., 2010; Larson et al., 2013], and 
the nine hyperactive/impulsive and nine inattentive items have been used to assess ADHD 
symptoms in previous research [Pettersson et al., 2015]. Internal consistencies for 
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hyperactive/impulsive and inattentive symptoms were good in the present sample, Cronbach’s αs 
= .86 and .90, respectively. The A-TAC also includes two five-item scales of “Defiance” and 
“Conduct.” Although these scales are not comprehensive assessments of oppositional defiant 
disorder or conduct disorder symptoms, they have content corresponding to disorder criteria 
(e.g., Does s/he often argue with adults? and Has s/he ever deliberately been physically cruel to 
anybody?, respectively) and have demonstrated validity [for additional information, see Kerekes 
et al., 2014].  
Whereas a 2-factor measurement model fit the 10 Defiance and Conduct items better than 
did a single-factor model, Satorra-Bentler scaled Δχ2 (1) = 136.39, p < .001, the correlation 
between the two factors was very high (r = .86, 95% CI: [.84, .88]), suggesting that the items 
could be considered unidimensional. Moreover, the absolute fit of the single-factor model was 
good, χ2 (35) = 733.02, p < .001, CFI = .97, TLI = .96, RMSEA = .04, and its internal 
consistency was acceptable, α = .75. We therefore combined all Defiance and Conduct items into 
a single score for disruptive behaviors, except in the scale-level independent and common 
pathway models described below.  
Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (SDQ). Although the CATSS-15 assessments 
do not include the A-TAC, they include the caregiver- and child-report SDQ hyperactivity and 
conduct problems scales [Goodman, 1997; Goodman et al., 1998]. Each scale has 5 items with 3 
response options (1 = Not true, 2 = Somewhat true, 3 = Certainly true). When clinical sub-study 
families provided maternal and paternal report, we averaged responses to create single caregiver 
scores. Internal consistencies were stronger for the hyperactivity scale (αs ranging from .69 – 
.85) than for the conduct problems scale (αs from .50 – .67).  
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As a test of the SDQ’s validity, we examined associations with the A-TAC scales. For 
both caregiver- and self-report, hyperactivity was more strongly associated with age-9/12 
caregiver-reported hyperactive/impulsive (rs = .46 and .22, respectively) and inattentive (rs = .50 
and .23) symptoms than with disruptive behaviors (rs = .39 and .19). Similarly, caregiver- and 
self-reported conduct problems were more strongly associated with age-9/12 caregiver-reported 
disruptive behaviors (rs = .40 and .19, respectively) than with hyperactive/impulsive (rs = .30 
and .15) or inattentive (rs = .29 and .14) symptoms. 
Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT). CATSS-18 includes the 10-item 
AUDIT as a measure of self-reported alcohol problems [Babor et al., 2001]. The AUDIT is a 
widely used screening measure. It assesses frequency and quantity of use and related problems, 
such as loss of control over drinking and alcohol-related injuries. Each of the first 8 items have 5 
response options (e.g., from 0 = Never to 4 = Daily or almost daily), and the final 2 items have 3 
options (0 = No, 2 = Yes, but not in the last year, 4 = Yes, during the last year). Participants who 
reported never drinking on the first item were scored as 0 for all items. We created a summary 
alcohol problems score by multiplying the mean of all completed items by 10 (α = .80). AUDIT 
scores also can be categorized into four risk-severity zones for screening purposes: 0 – 7 = Zone 
I (“low risk,” 80% of the present sample), 8 – 15 = Zone II (“in excess of low-risk guidelines,” 
18%), 16 – 19 = Zone III (“harmful and hazardous drinking,” 1%), 20 – 40 = Zone IV (“possible 
… alcohol dependence,” 1%) [Babor et al., 2001, p. 21].  
To evaluate the validity of the self-reported AUDIT, we merged CATSS data with 
substance use disorder (SUD) diagnoses through 2012 from the Swedish National Patient 
Register, which includes information on all inpatient and outpatient non-general-practitioner 
specialist visits in Sweden. We compared AUDIT scores of individuals who received SUD 
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diagnoses (ICD-10 codes F10.x – F19.x, excluding tobacco use disorders [F17.x]) between the 
ages of 12 – 18 with those of individuals without diagnoses in those ages. We limited our 
analyses to individuals who had reached 18 years of age by 2012 (i.e., birth years 1992 – 1994) 
in order to ensure that all individuals had lived through the full at-risk period covered by their 
AUDIT self-reports. We used PROC SURVEYLOGISTIC in SAS to adjust for the non-
independence of individuals in twin pairs. A total of 97 (3%) of 3,549 eligible individuals 
received an adolescent SUD diagnosis. Supporting the AUDIT’s validity as a measure of 
problematic substance involvement, a 1-point AUDIT increase was associated with a 20% 
increase in the odds of any SUD diagnosis (odds ratio [OR] = 1.20 [1.14, 1.26]) and an 18% 
increase in the odds of alcohol use disorder diagnosis specifically, OR = 1.18 [1.12, 1.25], 
analytic ns = 1,850. A corresponding 8-point increase (e.g., from 0 to zone II or from zone II to 
zone III) was associated with 416% (OR = 4.16 [2.79, 6.21] and 387% (OR = 3.87 [2.54, 5.90]) 
increases in the odds of the respective diagnoses.  
Analytic Approach 
We conducted preliminary data management and calculated summary statistics in SAS 
9.4 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC). Unless otherwise noted, all other analyses were conducted in 
Mplus version 7, using full-information maximum likelihood estimation to account for missing 
data on twin pairs and individuals within twin pairs, which enabled us to include all available 
data [Muthén and Muthén, 1998-2012; Schafer and Graham, 2002]. We controlled sex by 
regressing observed variables on pair-level sex in the Mplus analyses. Female participants were 
lower in CATSS-9/12 ADHD symptoms and other disruptive behaviors and CATSS-18 alcohol 
problems (standardized mean differences ranging from -.12 [-.21, -.03] for alcohol problems to -
.23 [-.27, -.20] for inattentive symptoms). Our first analytic step was to examine phenotypic 
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associations between ADHD symptoms and alcohol problems. For phenotypic analyses in 
Mplus, we adjusted for the non-independence of individuals in twin pairs by specifying TYPE = 
CLUSTER, with ESTIMATOR = MLR or, for categorical alcohol problems, WLSMV.  
Our second step was to estimate univariate behavioral genetic parameters. These analyses 
treated the twin pair as the unit of analysis and included pairs in which only one twin provided 
data (total N = 7,686 pairs; 1,658 male-male MZ pairs, 1,773 female-female MZ pairs, 2,271 
male-male DZ pairs, and 1,984 female-female DZ pairs). We used a robust estimator in Mplus to 
adjust for non-normality in the observed variables (ESTIMATOR = MLR). Classical twin 
models apportion variance in a measured phenotype into latent additive (A) and dominant (D) 
genetic and shared (C) and non-shared (E) environmental factors [Neale and Cardon, 1992; 
Prescott, 2004]. Factors A and D represent genetic influences on behavior and are estimated on 
the basis of differences between MZ and DZ twin correlations. C represents the extent to which 
environmental factors make twins similar to each other, regardless of zygosity. E represents 
environmental factors that make twins within pairs dissimilar from each other, including 
measurement error. D and C cannot be estimated simultaneously, so we estimated ADE models 
when MZ correlations were greater than twice the magnitude of DZ correlations, as was mostly 
the case. Additionally, caregiver ratings of their twins’ symptoms may be susceptible to rater 
contrast or sibling interaction effects (s), whereby reported differences in symptoms between 
siblings are amplified by their perceived contrast or by competitive sibling interactions. These 
effects can be detected when DZ correlations are decreased and DZ variances are increased 
relative to MZ correlations and variances [Carey, 1986; Rietveld et al., 2003a; Rietveld et al., 
2003b]. We estimated paths a, d (or c), and e as main effects from the latent variance factors and 
path s from the twin-sibling’s phenotype, and we standardized the latent factors to means of 0 
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and variances of 1 to identify the models [Prescott, 2004]. Following genetic theory, in MZ 
twins, cross-twin A and D or C correlations were fixed to 1.0, whereas in DZ twins, A 
correlations were fixed to 0.5 and D to 0.25 or C to 1.0. 
Third, we fit bivariate Cholesky decompositions to examine sources of covariation 
between ADHD symptoms and alcohol problems. Figure 1 displays the bivariate (and trivariate) 
Cholesky model for one twin per pair. Whereas the left-most phenotype in a Cholesky 
decomposition (e.g., hyperactive/impulsive symptoms) is regressed on its own ADE factors only, 
phenotypes farther to the right (e.g., alcohol problems) are regressed on their ADE factors as well 
as the ADE factors for the other phenotypes. As a result, the alcohol problems factors (Aa, Da, 
and Ea) represent genetic and environmental variance unique to alcohol problems. Crucially, the 
cross-trait regression paths (bhA, bhD, and bhE) estimate the extent to which genetic and 
environmental variance explains the association. The regression from E (bhE) is equivalent to a 
comparison between MZ twins and represents a strong test of an environmentally mediated 
effect of ADHD on alcohol problems [Turkheimer and Harden, 2014]. We compared the extent 
of genetic and environmental overlap between ADHD and alcohol problems across models using 
genetic and environmental correlations, which we calculated as the square root of the proportion 
of genetic or environmental variance explained using MODEL CONSTRAINT (e.g., rA = bhA / √ 
(bhA2 + aa2) or rA = bhA / √ (bdA22 + bhA2 + aa2) [Loehlin, 1996].  
Fourth, we expanded the decompositions to include disruptive behaviors as an additional 
phenotype. As seen in Figure 1, disruptive behaviors were entered as the left-most phenotype in 
the decomposition. Although we cannot make inferences regarding causal ordering because 
disruptive behaviors and ADHD symptoms were assessed simultaneously, this approach has the 
benefit of producing residual ADE factors for ADHD symptoms that remove all variance shared 
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with disruptive behaviors. The ADHD symptom regression paths in the model, therefore, 
estimate the extent to which genetic and environmental ADHD variance unique of disruptive 
behaviors was associated with alcohol problems. That is, in the context of this decomposition, 
the parameters estimate the extent to which the overlap between genetic and environmental 
influences on ADHD symptoms and alcohol problems is specific to ADHD or is an expression of 
a broader etiological overlap with a range of behavior problems in childhood.  
Fifth, more broadly, theoretical and empirical models place ADHD and other disruptive 
behaviors within an overarching childhood externalizing liability framework, such that a single, 
highly heritable predisposition drives at least some proportion of the expression of each 
phenotype [Young et al., 2000]. We compared independent and common pathway models to 
determine the best way to model the etiologic structure underlying symptoms of ADHD and 
other disruptive behaviors in childhood. The principal difference between the independent and 
common pathway models is that the common pathway specifies that common genetic and 
environmental influences are mediated through a phenotypic latent externalizing factor, which in 
turn affects each observed phenotype, whereas the independent pathway specifies that common 
genetic and environmental influences directly affect the phenotypes [Briley and Tucker-Drob, 
2012; McArdle and Goldsmith, 1990]. As shown in Figure 2, we fit these models to the four 
childhood externalizing domains: hyperactive/impulsive symptoms, inattentive symptoms, 
oppositional/defiant problems, and conduct problems. After identifying the better-fitting 
structural model, we used that model to regress adolescent alcohol problems on common 
childhood externalizing genetic and environmental variance and ADHD-specific genetic and 
environmental variance not shared with other childhood externalizing behaviors. These tests 
asked the following question: In the context of a theoretically and empirically driven model of 
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childhood externalizing behaviors, to what extents do ADHD-specific genetic and environmental 
factors influence adolescent alcohol problems? 
Finally, previous research has demonstrated developmental continuity and change in the 
prevalence and etiology of ADHD symptoms [Larsson et al., 2006; Pingault et al., 2015]. We 
therefore conducted sensitivity analyses to examine the generalizability of the results across 
developmental periods as well as reporters. Specifically, we repeated steps one through four with 
caregiver- and self-reported SDQ hyperactivity and conduct problems from CATSS-15.   
Results 
Consistent with previous research, there was a small, positive association between 
hyperactive/impulsive ADHD symptoms and alcohol problems, regardless of whether alcohol 
problems were treated as continuous (β = .12 [.05, .19]) or as a latent liability indexed by the 
categorical risk-zone thresholds (β = .13 [.07, .19]). See Table I. Again consistent with prior 
findings, the association between inattentive ADHD symptoms and alcohol problems was very 
weak and did not significantly differ from zero. As a result, we focused our analyses on the 
association between hyperactive/impulsive symptoms and later (continuous) alcohol problems.  
Previous studies have found that the AUDIT comprises distinct sets of alcohol 
consumption and alcohol-related problems items [Bush et al., 1998; Doyle et al., 2007; Maisto et 
al., 2000; Peng et al., 2012; Reinert and Allen, 2002; Rist et al., 2009]. Exploratory analyses 
suggested that the present associations were more strongly driven by alcohol-related problems 
than by alcohol consumption, supporting their clinical relevance. See Supplemental eTable I. 
Univariate Behavioral Genetic Models 
As shown in Table II, zygosity differences in twin correlations and variances for 
childhood symptoms were consistent with the possible presence of genetic influences and sibling 
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contrast effects. The bottom portion of Table II displays estimates from the best-fitting twin 
models, all of which excluded dominant genetic variance. Most of the variance in ADHD 
symptoms could be explained by additive genetic influences, and we found substantial 
heritabilities for all phenotypes. We additionally found evidence of sibling contrasts for all 
childhood phenotypes, although these contrasts were most substantial for ADHD symptoms. 
Supplemental eTable II contains information about the univariate model comparisons. 
Genetic and Environmental Associations between ADHD Symptoms and Alcohol Problems 
Our third analytic step was to determine the extent to which the association between 
hyperactive/impulsive ADHD symptoms and alcohol problems was explained by genetic or 
environmental influences. We used an AEs decomposition for hyperactive/impulsive symptoms 
to facilitate analyses on the basis of the univariate results (i.e., including sibling contrasts but not 
dominance). As shown in Table III, the association between hyperactive/impulsive symptoms 
and alcohol problems was virtually entirely (99.8%) explained by shared genetic influences on 
both outcomes. This proportion can be estimated by dividing the squared genetic regression path 
(.572) by the total shared variance (.572 + .022). As expressed in Figure 3 as a genetic correlation, 
the extent of the genetic overlap between the two phenotypes was relatively modest (rA = .16 
[.04, .28]), indicating that a large proportion of genetic influences on alcohol problems were 
separate from genetic influences on hyperactive/impulsive symptoms. All parameter estimates 
from the Cholesky decompositions are available in Supplemental eTable III. 
ADHD Symptoms, Other Disruptive Behaviors, and Alcohol Problems 
Our fourth step was to add other disruptive behaviors to the decompositions. Here, we 
examined the extent to which genetic risk for alcohol problems was a) an expression of a broader 
liability for disruptive childhood behaviors (including hyperactive/impulsive symptoms) or b) 
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specifically associated with hyperactive/impulsive symptoms. As shown in Table III and Figure 
3, including disruptive behaviors attenuated but did not eliminate the genetic association between 
hyperactive/impulsive symptoms and alcohol problems, rA = .09 [.001, .19]. Comparing the 
genetic correlations, this association was attenuated by 42% relative to the magnitude of the 
association in the bivariate decomposition. The genetic association between disruptive behaviors 
and alcohol problems was also modest, rA = .15 [.01, .29]. 
Independent/Common Pathway Models 
Our fifth step was to evaluate common and ADHD-specific genetic risks within a 
theoretically and empirically based model of childhood externalizing behaviors. We began by 
comparing independent and common pathway models of the structure of childhood externalizing 
liability (i.e., for hyperactive/impulsive symptoms, inattentive symptoms, conduct problems, and 
oppositional/defiant problems). Given the differences in ages and reporters and the small 
observed covariation with ADHD symptoms, we did not include alcohol problems in these 
structural models initially. On the basis of the univariate results, we report analyses from AEs 
models. Consistent with prior studies, a common pathway AEs model, χ2 (79) = 390.55, p < .001, 
RMSEA = .03, CFI = .97, AIC = 140,362.19, BIC = 140,535.84, scaled Δχ2 (3) = 0.19, p = .98, 
was a better fit to the childhood behavioral data than was an independent pathway AEs model, χ2 
(76) = 515.22, p < .001, RMSEA = .04, CFI = .96, AIC = 140,364.27, BIC = 140,558.75. The 
common liability factor was highly heritable (.87 [.85, .90]), although there was specific genetic 
and environmental variance in all four behaviors. See Supplemental eTable IV for 
unstandardized parameter estimates from the common pathway model.  
Drawing from this model, we tested whether common childhood externalizing and 
specific hyperactive/impulsive genetic influences were associated with adolescent alcohol 
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problems. We regressed alcohol problems, which had not been initially included in the common 
pathway model, on the common and specific A and E factors. In the interest of limiting the 
number of estimated parameters, we included regression paths for the externalizing factor and 
the specific variance in hyperactive/impulsive symptoms only, χ2 (116) = 484.86, p < .001, 
RMSEA = .03, CFI = .97, N = 3,422 MZ and 4,255 DZ pairs. As shown in Figure 3, the specific 
genetic association (rA = .08 [-.02, .17]) was again attenuated (by a factor of 53% relative to the 
bivariate estimate), and we found virtually no non-shared environmental overlap, rE = .03 [-.10, 
.16]. In contrast, there was a small-to-moderate genetic (rA = .15 [.002, .29]) but not 
environmental (rE = -.01 [-.17, .15]) correlation between the common externalizing factor and 
alcohol problems. In sum, we found little evidence of hyperactive/impulsive-specific genetic risk 
for adolescent alcohol problems independent of common externalizing risk. 
Sensitivity Analyses 
Replacing CATSS-9/12 ADHD symptoms with CATSS-15 caregiver- or self-reported 
SDQ hyperactivity in analytic steps one through four produced comparable results (see 
Supplemental eTables V and VI). Figure 3 shows that the associations between hyperactivity and 
alcohol problems were driven by correlated genetic influences and minimal common non-shared 
environmental influences. Most important, the specific genetic risk for alcohol problems 
associated with hyperactivity was attenuated to non-significance (by factors of 51%-59%) when 
considering the overlap in genetic influences on conduct problems and hyperactivity. Thus, the 
pattern of results in our primary analyses could largely be generalized to mid-adolescence and to 
self-reported behavior. 
It is important to note, however, that there were some differences between the self- and 
caregiver-reported results at CATSS-15. Caregiver-reported genetic influences on hyperactivity 
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were greater than were self-reported genetic influences. Additionally, phenotypic and genetic 
alcohol problems associations with caregiver-reported hyperactivity were weaker than were 
associations with self-reported hyperactivity, perhaps because of shared self-report measurement 
variance with alcohol problems or parents’ difficulty reporting on adolescent hyperactivity.  
Discussion 
The current results extend previous research in four key domains. First, we found that 
hyperactive/impulsive ADHD symptoms conferred greater risk for alcohol problems than did 
inattentive symptoms, although neither association was large. The magnitude of 
hyperactive/impulsive risk was consistent across multiple tests and was similar to that found in a 
prior prospective Swedish twin study [Chang et al., 2012]. The current study therefore provides 
robust, population-based, prospective evidence of modest, hyperactive/impulsive-specific risk 
for alcohol problems. Previously identified differences in the strength of the association as a 
function of age and outcome (i.e., alcohol use vs. problems), as well as our supplemental 
analyses in eTable I, indicate that the association should be considered as potentially specific to 
alcohol problems in late adolescence [Lee et al., 2011; Molina et al., 2007].  
Second, in best-fitting univariate models, variances for all study variables could be 
decomposed into additive genetic and non-shared environmental components. Our estimates of 
ADHD symptom heritabilities were comparable to those found elsewhere [Burt et al., 2012; 
Larsson et al., 2014; Rietveld et al., 2003a]. Similarly, Rhee and colleagues [2003] found that 
problem alcohol use in adolescents was highly heritable. It is worth noting that, like their 
associations with ADHD, the etiologies of alcohol phenotypes appear to vary by age and 
assessed outcome. For example, alcohol initiation and use, as well as rare early-adolescent AUD 
symptoms, have demonstrated substantial shared environmental variances [Rhee et al., 2003; 
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Rose et al., 2004], and Knopik and colleagues [2009] found little heritability for dependence 
symptoms among female adolescents. Regarding other disruptive behaviors, our lack of shared 
environmental influences differs from meta-analytic estimates of 10% – 15% for these outcomes 
[Burt, 2009]. Previous results from CATSS suggest little shared environmental variance when 
these problems are measured dimensionally (except for conduct problems in girls) but substantial 
variance when they are measured with cut-off scores [Anckarsäter et al., 2011; Kerekes et al., 
2014]. At least in this sample, it is possible that dimensional assessment yields greater sensitivity 
to genetic influences.  
Third, we found that hyperactive/impulsive-symptom risk for alcohol problems was 
mostly explained by shared genetic influences. In bivariate decompositions, virtually all of their 
co-occurrence could be explained by shared genetic influences. Again, this result matches prior 
findings from Sweden [Chang et al., 2012], the US [Edwards and Kendler, 2012], and elsewhere 
[Derks et al., 2014]. However, it should be noted that a large proportion of the genetic influences 
on alcohol problems were independent of hyperactive/impulsive symptoms. That is, although 
genetic influences mostly explained the association, hyperactive/impulsive genetic influences 
could not explain the majority of genetic influences on alcohol problems.  
Fourth, and most important, we found that approximately half of the genetic association 
between hyperactive/impulsive symptoms and alcohol problems resulted from influences 
common to ADHD and other disruptive (or externalizing) childhood behaviors. Our common 
pathway model replicated previous models of an externalizing spectrum that includes ADHD 
[Carragher et al., 2014; Young et al., 2000]. Evidence converged from Cholesky decompositions 
and the common pathway model that the association between hyperactive/impulsive symptoms 
and alcohol problems was in large part attributable to common childhood externalizing, rather 
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than ADHD-specific, genetic influences. The extent of shared genetic influences on childhood 
externalizing behaviors has implications for future research on the genetics of childhood 
psychopathology. Despite increasing numbers of identified regions from genome-wide analyses, 
genomic associations cannot yet explain a substantial proportion of ADHD variance or 
functional mechanisms [Hawi et al., 2015]. Some have suggested that dimensional or 
endophenotype measures might aid in these efforts [Hawi et al., 2015]. Others have proposed 
using multiple behavioral phenotypes simultaneously in gene discovery given that genetic 
commonalities across childhood disorders raise the possibility that dysfunction of one or more 
neurobiological system might underlie a broader range of symptoms than those classified under a 
specific diagnostic category [Lahey et al., 2011; Rhee et al., 2015]. The present findings, notably 
including the high heritability of childhood externalizing (87%), support this second perspective. 
In contrast, however, the extent of genetic overlap between childhood symptoms and 
adolescent alcohol problems was modest, with genetic correlations in the small-to-moderate 
range. Previous studies have found genetic correlations between ADHD- and alcohol-related 
phenotypes ranging from .01 to .50, the variability of which may be due to reporters (parent vs. 
self), development (adolescence vs. adulthood), design (cross-sectional vs. prospective), and/or 
outcomes (early alcohol use vs. problems or dependence) [Capusan et al., 2015; Chang et al., 
2012; Derks et al., 2014; Edwards and Kendler, 2012; Knopik et al., 2009]. Genetic distinctions 
between childhood symptoms and later adolescent alcohol problems might be explained by the 
activation of novel genetic influences that drive both ADHD and alcohol problems in 
adolescence [Pingault et al., 2015]. At least some genetic influences on alcohol problems, 
though, such as those related to alcohol metabolism, may truly be unique of other externalizing 
behaviors [Bierut et al., 2012; Wall et al., 2013]. 
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It is also important to note that our inferences are limited to the phenotypes we modeled. 
There is increasing interest in etiological commonalities not only within the externalizing 
spectrum but also across a broader range of psychiatric problems [Caspi et al., 2014; Lahey et al., 
2011; Lahey et al., 2014]. In particular, CATSS data have revealed a common genetic factor 
underlying a seemingly diverse array of neurodevelopmental problems [Pettersson et al., 2013]. 
Future research should examine the role of this neurodevelopmental predisposition in the current 
findings and in the emergence of adolescent alcohol problems. 
Our results raise the question of why there was negligible non-shared environmental 
overlap between childhood hyperactive/impulsive symptoms and adolescent alcohol problems. 
Prior studies have demonstrated non-shared environmental contributions to commonalities across 
the externalizing spectrum (including substance use problems), as did our model of childhood 
behavioral symptoms described in eTable IV [Krueger et al., 2002; Young et al., 2000]. This 
pattern suggests that the non-shared environment is involved in at least some externalizing 
comorbidity. However, it is possible that, because non-shared environmental influences tend to 
be more transient across development [Chang et al., 2013], only common genetic influences 
persist from childhood into late adolescence. Unique environmental influences on adolescent 
alcohol problems may therefore be more likely to be developmentally specific, perhaps including 
those associated with peer-group drinking [Cruz et al., 2012; Edwards et al., 2015].  
The present study should be interpreted with an understanding of its strengths and 
limitations. First, classical and multivariate twin studies cannot identify the specific biological 
pathways through which genetic influences operate, and they are dependent upon several key 
assumptions, including those regarding equal environments, random mating, the extent to which 
twins share their segregating genes, and the absence of gene-environment correlation or 
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interaction. For alcohol problems in particular, however, permissive environments have been 
found to promote genetic influences [Salvatore et al., 2014; Young-Wolff et al., 2011]. Future 
research should examine whether such gene-environment interactions are present in these data.  
Second, we had difficulty estimating dominant genetic and sibling contrast effects 
simultaneously [Rietveld et al., 2003b]. Given that evidence of contrast effects has been found 
for ADHD-related behaviors when assessed by parents but not teachers or, as shown here, self-
report, they appear to reflect rater biases rather than competitive sibling interactions [Eaves et al., 
1997; Kuntsi et al., 2000; Saudino et al., 2005; Simonoff et al., 1998]. Some have suggested that 
the relative lack of objective criteria or norms for ADHD-related behaviors may lead caregivers 
to make greater rating contrasts for ADHD symptoms as compared to more overt disruptive 
behaviors [Eaves et al., 2000; Eaves et al., 1997; Kuntsi et al., 2000; Lahey et al., 2011; Saudino 
et al., 2005; Simonoff et al., 1998]. To facilitate multivariate analyses, we eliminated dominance 
from our childhood symptom models and retained contrast effects, meaning that we may have 
underestimated dominance. However, examination of the twin variances and univariate model 
comparisons reveals support for contrast effects and little evidence of dominance in caregiver-
reported childhood behaviors, so this issue is unlikely to have impacted our results substantively. 
Third, given the number of multivariate models reported here, we controlled sex rather 
than testing for sex differences. In support of this decision, several recent studies have found no 
sex differences in the phenotypic, genetic, and environmental covariation between ADHD and 
alcohol use or problems in early adolescence and adulthood [Capusan et al., 2015; Chang et al., 
2012; Derks et al., 2014]. In contrast, at least two studies have failed to find phenotypic 
associations between ADHD symptoms and alcohol use disorders symptoms among female 
adolescents, although, as discussed above, it is possible that these null associations are 
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attributable to developmental period rather than sex [Knopik et al., 2009; Moss and Lynch, 
2001]. Nevertheless, this pattern of unclear findings suggests that further evaluation of sex 
differences in the association between ADHD symptoms and alcohol problems is warranted. 
Finally, we measured alcohol problems with self-report and ADHD symptoms with 
caregiver-report, which has the potential to limit reliability or validity. Validating the AUDIT in 
the present sample, we found that it was meaningfully associated with clinical SUD diagnoses. 
Additionally, although the A-TAC is well validated and has been used in prior studies of ADHD, 
the scales were completed by caregivers rather than clinicians. They should be considered as 
DSM-IV proxies rather than clinical diagnoses, and their status remains uncertain under DSM-5. 
Further, the SDQ scales used in sensitivity analyses differed from their A-TAC counterparts. We 
stress, though, that the sensitivity analyses reproduced the pattern of findings for A-TAC 
hyperactive/impulsive symptoms in childhood with SDQ hyperactivity in adolescence, despite 
stronger phenotypic associations when hyperactivity and alcohol problems were both measured 
with self-report. 
In summary, our results provide prospective, population-based, and robust evidence that 
the genetic association between childhood ADHD symptoms and adolescent alcohol problems is, 
to a large extent, an expression of a broader, genetically driven predisposition to childhood 
externalizing problems. They suggest that future behavioral genetic studies of ADHD and 
alcohol and other substance problems should incorporate other youth externalizing behaviors. 
Further, they support the notion that merely controlling for conduct problems does not 
adequately capture the causal relations underlying associations among conduct problems, 
ADHD, and alcohol problems [Molina and Pelham, 2014]. Rather, common genetic liability 
across childhood externalizing disorders should be considered as a potentially important 
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mechanism in risk for alcohol problems. More broadly, our results highlight the value of 
multivariate behavioral genetic approaches to understanding the causes and consequences of 
ADHD and other childhood externalizing disorders.   
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Table I 
 
Summary Statistics and Associations between Childhood Symptoms and Adolescent Alcohol 
Problems 
 
Variable Summary Statistics Association with Alcohol Problems N Range M SD Continuous Categorical 
CATSS-9/12 (A-TAC)         
ADHD         
Hyperactive/Impulsive 15,549 0 – 9 0.80 1.47 .12 [.05, .19] .13 [.07, .19] 
Inattentive 15,549 0 – 9 1.01 1.71 .04 [-.02, .10] .06 [-.01, .12] 
Disruptive behaviors 15,545 0 – 10 0.53 1.03 .09 [.01, .16] .09 [.03, .16] 
         
CATSS-15 (SDQ)         
Hyperactivity         
Caregiver-report 4,061 5 – 15 6.96 2.06 .11 [.03, .18] .12 [.04, .21] 
Self-report 4,225 5 – 15 8.31 2.19 .22 [.16, .29] .28 [.20, .35] 
Conduct problems         
Caregiver-report 4,061 5 – 15 5.94 1.25 .17 [.10, .24] .18 [.10, .26] 
Self-report 4,224 5 – 14 6.74 1.45 .25 [.19, .32] .30 [.22, .37] 
         
CATSS-18         
Alcohol problems 2,564 0 – 34 4.81 4.30 -- -- 
 
Note. CATSS-9/12 reports are provided by caregivers, and CATSS-18 reports are provided by 
twins. Values for associations with alcohol problems are standardized β [95% CI] from separate 
regression models with sex as a covariate. Possible range for alcohol problems is 0 – 40. 
Categorical indicates associations with latent alcohol problems liability indexed by the risk-zone 
cut-off thresholds. A-TAC = Autism – Tics, ADHD, and other Comorbidities Inventory; SDQ = 
Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire.
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Table II 
 
Twin Correlations and Variances and Univariate Twin Modeling Parameters 
 
Variable N (pairs) Twin Correlations Twin Variances 
Cross-Twin, Cross-Trait 
(Alcohol Problems) 
MZ DZ rMZ rDZ MZ DZ rMZ rDZ 
CATSS-9/12        
ADHD        
Hyperactive/ 
Impulsive 3,421 4,253 .70 [.66, .73] .13 [.09, .16] 1.77 [1.61, 1.94] 2.36 [2.20, 2.52] .11 [.04, .18] .05 [-.02, .12] 
Inattentive 3,421 4,253 .61 [.58, .65] .11 [.07, .14] 2.50 [2.30, 2.70] 3.15 [2.97, 3.33] .04 [-.03, .10] .05 [-.02, .12] 
Disruptive behaviors 3,420 4,251 .64 [.59, .68] .30 [.26, .34] 0.89 [0.79, 1.00] 1.17 [1.06, 1.28] .08 [.01, .16] .08 [.003, .15] 
CATSS-18       
Alcohol problemsa 726 748 .69 [.62, .76] .33 [.21, .46] 18.92 [15.88, 21.96] 18.69 [15.98, 21.39] -- -- 
        
 Univariate Twin Modeling Parameter Estimates from Best-Fitting Models 
 Model Additive (a2) Dominant (d2) Non-shared Environmental (e2) Sibling Contrast (s) 
CATSS-9/12      
ADHD      
Hyperactive/ 
Impulsive AEs .82 [.79, .85] -- .19 [.15, .22] -.16 [-.19, -.14] 
Inattentive AEs .76 [.72, .79] -- .24 [.21, .28] -.15 [-.18, -.13] 
Disruptive behaviors AEs .68 [.62, .75] -- .32 [.25, .38] -.04 [-.08, -.003] 
CATSS-18      
Alcohol problems AE .69 [.63, .75] -- .31 [.25, .38] -- 
Note. CATSS-9/12 reports are provided by caregivers, and CATSS-18 reports are provided by twins. Values are estimate [95% CI]. 
All parameter estimates control for pair sex. Twin correlations were estimated from models constraining intercepts and variances to 
equality across twins and zygosity groups. Variances were estimated from similar models without constraints for equal variances 
across zygosity groups. Unless otherwise noted, all MZ and DZ variances differed significantly from each other, Wald p < .05. 
Proportions of additive and non-shared environmental variance were calculated independent of the sibling contrast effects (i.e., a2 + e2 
= 1). a Twin variances did not significantly differ from each other, Wald p = .91. 
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Table III 
 
Unstandardized Regression Coefficients from Bivariate and Trivariate Cholesky Decompositions 
 
Regression Coefficient Bivariate Decomposition  
Trivariate 
Decomposition 
Disruptive Behaviors  Hyperactive/Impulsive   
Additive genetic path (bdA1) --  0.89 [0.83, 0.95] 
Non-shared environmental path (bdE1) --  0.21 [0.17, 0.25] 
Disruptive Behaviors  Alcohol Problems   
Additive genetic path (bdA2) --  0.52 [0.13, 0.90] 
Non-shared environmental path (bdE2) --  0.00 [-0.25, 0.25] 
Hyperactive/Impulsive  Alcohol Problems   
Additive genetic path (bhA) 0.57 [0.22, 0.92]  0.33 [0.01, 0.65] 
Non-shared environmental path (bhE) 0.02 [-0.19, 0.24]  0.04 [-0.16, 0.24] 
 
Note. Values are estimate [95% CI]. Both decompositions control pair sex. Dominant genetic 
factors for disruptive behaviors and hyperactive/impulsive symptoms were omitted to facilitate 
modeling given results of univariate models (see Table II and eTable II). Hyperactive/impulsive 
symptoms coefficients from the trivariate decomposition represent genetic and non-shared 
environmental variance not shared with disruptive behaviors. N = 3,422 MZ pairs and 4,254 DZ 
pairs (4,255 DZ pairs for trivariate model). 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1. Illustration of Cholesky decompositions (one twin per pair shown only). Dashed 
objects indicate components added in trivariate decompositions. A = additive genetic, D = 
dominant genetic, and E = non-shared environmental. Sibling contrast paths and pair-sex 
covariate not shown.  
 
Figure 2. Illustrations of Independent Pathway (Panel A) and Common Pathway (Panel B) 
models (one twin per pair shown only). Sibling contrast paths and pair-sex covariate not shown. 
In the Common Pathway model, factors Ae and Ee are the common additive genetic and non-
shared environmental factors, respectively, whereas factors Ao, Eo, Ac, Ec, Ah, Eh, Ai, and Ei are 
the specific factors. Paths are estimated but, for ease of reading, are not labeled. Common factor 
loading for ODP constrained to 1 to identify the externalizing (EXT) factor. CP = conduct 
problems, H/I = hyperactive/impulsive ADHD symptoms, In = Inattentive ADHD symptoms, 
ODP = oppositional/defiant problems. 
 
Figure 3. Additive genetic (Panel A) and non-shared environmental (Panel B) correlations 
between hyperactive/impulsive symptoms or hyperactivity and alcohol problems. In trivariate 
and common pathway models, correlations represent the variance shared between alcohol 
problems and the unique variance in hyperactive/impulsive symptoms (or hyperactivity), net of 
variance in common with other disruptive or conduct problems. Error bars are 95% CIs. 
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eTable I 
 
Associations between Childhood Symptoms and CATSS-18 AUDIT Factors among MZ Twins 
 
Variable 1: AUDIT-Sum 2: AUDIT-C (Consumption) 3: AUDIT-Problems
a 
Overall Within-Pair Overall Within-Pair Overall Within-Pair 
CATSS-9/12 (A-TAC)       
ADHD       
Hyperactive/Impulsive .07 [.02, .12] -.02 [-.07, .04] .02 [-.02, .05] -.03 [-.07, .01] .19 [.09, .29] .02 [-.13, .17] 
Inattentive .01 [-.03, .05] .01 [-.04, .06] -.01 [-.05, .02] -.01 [-.05, .03] .10 [.03, .18] .08 [-.03, .18] 
Disruptive behaviors .06 [-.004, .12] .00 [-.07, .07] .02 [-.03, .07] -.01 [-.07, .05] .19 [.07, .31] .01 [-.19, .21] 
       
CATSS-15 (SDQ)       
Hyperactivity       
Caregiver-report .03 [-.01, .07] -.02 [-.08, .04] .01 [-.03, .04] -.04 [-.08, .01] .10 [.02, .17] .03 [-.11, .17] 
Self-report .06 [.03, .10] .01 [-.03, .06] .04 [.01, .06] .00 [-.03, .04] .12 [.04, .21] .03 [-.08, .15] 
Conduct problems       
Caregiver-report .14 [.08, .20] .12 [.03, .22] .10 [.05, .14] .09 [.02, .16] .23 [.09, .37] .14 [-.15, .42] 
Self-report .10 [.06, .14] .04 [-.02, .10] .06 [.02, .09] .01 [-.04, .05] .21 [.14, .29] .14 [.01, .28] 
 
Note. CATSS-9/12 reports are provided by caregivers, and CATSS-18 reports are provided by twins. Values are unstandardized 
coefficient b [95% CI] from generalized estimating equations (PROC GENMOD in SAS) to adjust for the non-independence of 
individuals in twin pairs, with negative binomial distribution, log link, and sex as a covariate. Because only MZ twins were included, 
within-pair associations represent tests of non-shared-environmentally mediated associations. To enable use of negative binomial 
models, only individuals with data from all AUDIT items included (i.e., no non-integer AUDIT scores). AUDIT-Sum = sum of all 10 
items. AUDIT-C = sum of items 1 – 3. AUDIT-Problems = sum of items 4 – 10. Ns are 1,272, 1,291, and 1,038 for outcomes 1-3, 
respectively for A-TAC; 639, 644, and 515 for caregiver-report SDQ; and 651, 657, and 525 for self-report SDQ. AUDIT = Alcohol 
Use Disorders Identification Test; A-TAC = Autism – Tics, ADHD, and other Comorbidities Inventory; SDQ = Strengths and 
Difficulties Questionnaire. 
a Excluding non-drinkers.
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eTable II 
 
Univariate Twin Model Comparisons 
 
Model RMSEA CFI AIC BIC χ2 (df) Correction Factora Comparison Δχ2 (df) 
CATSS-9/12 Hyperactive/Impulsive Symptoms 
1. ADEs .02 .99 52,807.43 52,849.10 20.41* (8) 2.36 -- -- 
2. AEs .02 .99 52,805.43 52,840.15 22.96* (9) 2.10 1 --b 
3. ADE .04 .96 52,908.12 52,942.85 63.22* (9) 2.39 1 39.62* (1)
4. AE .07 .86 53,163.50 53,191.29 184.44* (10) 2.21 2 110.84* (1)
         
CATSS-9/12 Inattentive Symptoms 
1. ADEs .03 .98 58,135.44 58,177.12 26.95* (8) 1.96 -- -- 
2. AEs .03 .98 58,133.44 58,168.17 30.32* (9) 1.74 1 --b 
3. ADE .04 .95 58,210.41 58,245.14 65.15* (9) 1.99 1 34.30* (1)
4. AE .07 .85 58,395.58 58,423.36 171.48* (10) 1.85 2 94.49* (1)
         
CATSS-9/12 Disruptive Behaviors 
1. ADEs .03 .97 42,244.28 42,285.95 39.89* (8) 3.17 -- -- 
2. AEs .03 .97 42,242.28 42,277.00 44.88* (9) 2.81 1 --b 
3. ADE .03 .97 42,256.58 42,291.30 48.33* (9) 2.91 1 16.69* (1)
4. AE .03 .97 42,256.74 42,284.52 48.62* (10) 2.94 2 4.08* (1)
         
CATSS-18 Alcohol Problems 
1. ADE .00 1.00 14,188.16 14,214.64 8.98 (9) 1.67 -- -- 
2. AE .00 1.00 14,186.24 14,207.42 8.46 (10) 1.78 1 0.03 (1) 
         
CATSS-15 Hyperactivity (Caregiver-Report) 
1. ADEs .02 .99 16,742.53 16,776.23 10.88 (8) 1.38 -- -- 
2. AEs .02 .99 16,740.53 16,768.61 12.24 (9) 1.23 1 0.48 (1) 
3. ADE .05 .92 16,768.47 16,796.55 31.01* (9) 1.38 1 19.55* (1)
4. AE .08 .78 16,817.33 16,839.79 73.23* (10) 1.28 2 44.35* (1)
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eTable II (continued) 
         
Model RMSEA CFI AIC BIC χ2 (df) Correction Factora Comparison Δχ2 (df) 
CATSS-15 Hyperactivity (Self-Report) 
1. ACE .00 1.00 18,105.42 18,133.85 2.97 (9) 0.95 -- -- 
2. AE  .00 1.00 18,103.78 18,126.52 3.33 (10) 0.96 1 0.35 (1) 
         
CATSS-15 Conduct Problems (Caregiver-Report) 
1. ADEs .01 1.00 12,751.23 12,784.93 8.42 (8) 2.02 -- -- 
2. AEs .01 1.00 12,749.23 12,777.32 9.47 (9) 1.80 1 3.86* (1)
3. ADE .01 .99 12,752.06 12,780.14 10.76 (9) 1.84 1 6.60* (1)
4. AE .02 .99 12,753.10 12,775.56 12.40 (10) 1.85 2 2.57 (1) 
         
CATSS-15 Conduct Problems (Self-Report) 
1. ADE .00 1.00 14,696.10 14,724.53 5.62 (9) 1.27 -- -- 
2. AE .00 1.00 14,694.12 14,716.86 5.63 (10) 1.27 1 0.01 (1) 
 
Note. CATSS-9/12 reports are provided by caregivers on the Autism – Tics, ADHD, and other Comorbidities Inventories, CATSS-15 
reports are provided on the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire, and CATSS-18 reports are provided by twins. Best-fitting models 
are bolded. Δχ2 is the Satorra-Bentler scaled χ2 difference test. A = additive genetic, D = dominant genetic, C = shared environmental, 
E = non-shared environmental, s = sibling contrast. Mplus indicated that standard errors for D parameters in all ADEs models and for 
A parameters in inattentive symptoms and CATSS-15 caregiver-reported hyperactivity ADE models (all of which were estimated at 
.000) may not be trustworthy.  
* p < .05 for χ2 tests. 
a Scaling correction factor for χ2 difference testing with ESTIMATOR = MLR. 
b Satorra-Bentler scaled χ2 difference was negative; test not computed.
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eTable III 
 
Complete Unstandardized Results of Bivariate and Trivariate Cholesky Decompositions 
 




Additive genetic path (ad) --  0.88 [0.81, 0.94] 
Non-shared environmental path (ed) --  0.58 [0.53, 0.63] 
Sibling contrast (sd) --  -0.06 [-0.10, -0.03] 
Hyperactive/Impulsive    
Additive genetic path (ah) 1.40 [1.34, 1.46]  1.10 [1.05, 1.16] 
Non-shared environmental path (eh) 0.67 [0.62, 0.72]  0.61 [0.56, 0.65] 
Sibling contrast (sh) -0.16 [-0.19, -0.14]  -0.19 [-0.21, -0.16] 
Residual Variance in Alcohol Problems    
Additive genetic path (aa) 3.45 [2.05, 4.85]  3.42 [2.06, 4.78] 
Dominant genetic path (da) 0.91 [-4.72, 6.53]  1.01 [-3.85, 5.87] 
Non-shared environmental path (ea) 2.41 [2.16, 2.67]  2.41 [2.16, 2.67] 
 
Regression Coefficients 
Disruptive Behaviors  
Hyperactive/Impulsive    
Additive genetic path (bdA1) --  0.89 [0.83, 0.95] 
Non-shared environmental path (bdE1) --  0.21 [0.17, 0.25] 
Disruptive Behaviors  Alcohol 
Problems   
Additive genetic path (bdA2) --  0.52 [0.13, 0.90] 
Non-shared environmental path (bdE2) --  0.00 [-0.25, 0.25] 
Hyperactive/Impulsive  Alcohol 
Problems   
Additive genetic path (bhA) 0.57 [0.22, 0.92]  0.33 [0.01, 0.65] 
Non-shared environmental path (bhE) 0.02 [-0.19, 0.24]  0.04 [-0.16, 0.24] 
 
Model Fit Indices 
χ2 (df) 41.42* (24)  128.30* (45) 
RMSEA .01  .02 
CFI .99  .98 
 
Note. Parameter values are estimate [95% CI]. Both decompositions control pair sex. Dominant 
genetic factors for disruptive behaviors and hyperactive/impulsive symptoms were omitted to 
facilitate modeling given results of univariate models (see Table II and eTable II). 
Hyperactive/impulsive symptoms parameters from the trivariate decomposition represent genetic 
and non-shared environmental variance not shared with disruptive behaviors. N = 3,422 MZ 
pairs and 4,254 DZ pairs (4,255 DZ pairs for trivariate model). * p < .05 for χ2 test.
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eTable IV 
 
Unstandardized Parameter Estimates from CATSS-9/12 Common Pathway Model 
 






Externalizing -- 0.56 [0.52, 0.59] 0.21 [0.19, 0.23] -- Proportion of variance 0.87 [0.85, 0.90] 0.13 [0.10, 0.15] 
        
Specific 
Oppositional problems 1 [--] 0.43 [0.38, 0.47] 0.43 [0.39, 0.46] -0.10 [-0.13, -0.06]
Conduct problems 0.33 [0.30, 0.36] 0.22 [0.19, 0.25] 0.19 [0.16, 0.21] -0.07 [-0.12, -0.01]
ADHD        
Hyperactive/Impulsive  2.04 [1.92, 2.16] 0.88 [0.84, 0.93] 0.45 [0.41, 0.49] -0.21 [-0.23, -0.19]
Inattentive  2.27 [2.15, 2.39] 0.99 [0.93, 1.05] 0.68 [0.63, 0.73] -0.20 [-0.22, -0.18]
 
Note. Values are estimate [95% CI]. Factor loading for oppositional problems were constrained to 1 to identify the factor. Genetic (a) 
and non-shared environmental (e) proportions of variance explained in the common externalizing factor are heritability (a2) and non-
shared environmental variance explained (e2), respectively. N = 3,421 MZ and 4,254 DZ twin pairs. 
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eTable V 
 
Twin Correlations and Variances and Univariate Twin Modeling Parameters for CATSS-15 Hyperactivity and Conduct Problems 
 
Variable N (pairs) Twin Correlations Twin Variances 
Cross-Twin, Cross-Trait 
(Alcohol Problems) 
MZ DZ rMZ rDZ MZ DZ rMZ rDZ 
Hyperactivity        
Caregiver-report 981 1,050 .58 [.51, .64] .06 [.004, .11] 3.69 [3.33, 4.06] 4.65 [4.28, 5.01] .12 [.03, .21] .04 [-.04, .12] 
Self-report 1,049 1,128 .42 [.36, .47] .23 [.17, .29] 4.74 [4.46, 5.03] 4.92 [4.64, 5.21] .22 [.14, .30] .10 [.02, .18] 
Conduct problems        
Caregiver-report 981 1,050 .55 [.48, .62] .22 [.15, .30] 1.45 [1.23, 1.67] 1.65 [1.45, 1.85] .09 [.001, .18] .07 [-.01, .16] 
Self-report 1,049 1,128 .36 [.29, .42] .17 [.11, .24] 2.02 [1.83, 2.21] 2.16 [1.98, 2.33] .19 [.11, .27] .10 [.02, .18] 
        
 Univariate Twin Modeling Parameter Estimates from Best-Fitting Models 
 Model Additive (a2) Dominant (d2) Shared Environmental (c2) 
Non-shared 
Environmental (e2) Sibling Contrast (s) 
Hyperactivity      
Caregiver-report AEs .75 [.69, .81] -- -- .25 [.19, .31] -.18 [-.22, -.13] 
Self-report AE .42 [.38, .47] -- -- .58 [.53, .63] -- 
Conduct problems      
Caregiver-report AEs .62 [.51, .73] -- -- .38 [.28, .49] -.05 [-.12, .01] 
Self-report AE .35 [.29, .42] -- -- .65 [.59, .71] -- 
 
Note. Values are estimate [95% CI]. All parameter estimates control for pair sex. Twin correlations were estimated from models 
constraining intercepts and variances to equality across twins and zygosity groups. Variances were estimated from similar models 
without constraints for equal variances across zygosity groups. MZ and DZ variances did not significantly differ except for caregiver-
reported hyperactivity, Wald p < .05. Proportions of additive and non-shared environmental variance were calculated independent of 
the sibling contrast effects (i.e., a2 + e2 = 1).
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eTable VI 
 
Unstandardized Regression Coefficients from Cholesky Decompositions with CATSS-15 
Hyperactivity and Conduct Problems 
 




Conduct Problems  Hyperactivity   
Additive genetic path (bdA1) --  1.23 [1.11, 1.35] 
Non-shared environmental path (bdE1) --  0.39 [0.29, 0.49] 
Conduct Problems  Alcohol Problems   
Additive genetic path (bdA2) --  0.58 [0.12, 1.03] 
Non-shared environmental path (bdE2) --  0.43 [0.02, 0.84] 
Hyperactivity  Alcohol Problems   
Additive genetic path (bhA) 0.60 [.18, 1.02]  0.29 [-0.14, 0.71] 
Non-shared environmental path (bhE) -0.05 [-.44, .34]  -0.21 [-0.55, 0.13] 
 
Model Fit Indices 
χ2 (df) 24.04 (24)  42.73 (45) 
RMSEA .00  .00 
CFI 1.00  1.00 
 
CATSS-15 Self-Reporta 
Conduct Problems  Hyperactivity    
Additive genetic path (bdA1) --  1.06 [0.92, 1.20] 
Non-shared environmental path (bdE1) --  0.38 [0.28, 0.48] 
Conduct Problems  Alcohol Problems    
Additive genetic path (bdA2) --  1.42 [0.89, 1.95] 
Non-shared environmental path (bdE2) --  0.27 [-0.09, 0.62] 
Hyperactivity  Alcohol Problems    
Additive genetic path (bhA) 1.55 [0.91, 2.18]  0.63 [-0.11, 1.37] 
Non-shared environmental path (bhE) 0.05 [-0.27, 0.36]  -0.01 [-0.29, 0.27] 
 
Model Fit Indices 
χ2 (df) 18.61 (24)  36.52 (46) 
RMSEA .00  .00 
CFI 1.00  1.00 
 
Note. Values are estimate [95% CI]. Decompositions control pair sex. Hyperactivity coefficients 
from the trivariate decompositions represent variance not shared with conduct problems. We 
dropped all D factors except for alcohol problems to facilitate modeling (see eTables II and V) 
and did not include path bhC for self-report given the absence of C in alcohol problems. Ns = 
1,354/1,433 MZ/DZ pairs for caregiver-report and 1,414/1,510 MZ/DZ pairs for self-report. 
a We found similar estimates but larger A CIs when also modeling D paths for conduct problems. 
